
"Way Back in 1909

!

3T JS a far cry from the nickelodeon

to the picture palace of our day.

Little did those daring pioneers of

1909 dream that in less than twenty

years, two-million-dollar motion picture

houses would constitute links in gigantic

chains, and that even the humblest ham-

let would boast its own cinema.

So rapid has been the progress of the

industry—with such a lavish hand have

showhouses been improved—that all

precedents of amusement history have

been torn away, and new standards of

architectural beauty and attraction value

have been established practically over-

night.

For more than twenty years The

Newman Manufacturing Co. has kept

step with the rapid changes in styles and

the increasingly exacting demands of

motion picture theatre owners. Long

before that—in fact, as far back as 47

years ago—we specialized in railings,

frames and other items of equipment

for the theatres of that day and genera-

tion.

Today wre are offering in this new

and up-to-the-minute catalog, the only

frames and railings of positively perma-

nent beauty, together with ticket chop-

pers and other accessories that have been

improved to the limit.

It will pay you to carefully read the

descriptions of these handsome fixtures.

You can wonderfully enhance the attrac-

tion value of your "front" and the ar-

tistic appearance of your lobby and audi-

torium, by installing some of these New-
man fixtures.

May we submit a complete layout and

an estimate of cost for your considera-

tion? Just send measurements and we
will gladly co-operate with you.

No obligation, of course!

TERMS
All prices quoted are strictly f. o. b. cars Cincinnati, Ohio.

Catalog and special quotations are always NET.

Please mention both our catalog numbers and the page

numbers when ordering. Do not forget to list the finishes,

and be sure to give us all the necessary measurements.

The Newman Manufacturing Co.
Main Office and Plant : Branches in

CINCINNATI, OHIO CHICAGO, ILL.
(NORWOOD STATION) Mew York - St. Louis
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Metalcraft" Frames

The finest line of artistic frames ever

offered, bar none! The only poster, card

and photograph cabinets of positively per-

manent beauty on the market today.

Designed by artists, these frames har-

monize perfectly with the appointments of

every sizable theatre, and besides setting

off displays to the best possible advantage,

lend an atmosphere of "class" and distinc-

tion even to the plainest lobby,

"Metalcraft" Bronze Frames are guaran-

teed to last forever. No other frame manu-

facturer can give you that same guarantee.

Furthermore, "Metalcraft" Frames do

not need polishing at frequent intervals.

Nor are they ever refinished for any reason,

if constructed of bronze.

Yet, though these beautiful cabinets live

forever and need no attention, they are

priced amazingly low. In fact, our prices

compare favorably with prices quoted for

frames of all other types whatsoever.

Remember that the first cost is the
One and only COSt, especially if you

select bronze—for "Metalcraft" Frames

never wear out, and the beauty is no surface

veneer or finish BUT GOES CLEAR
THROUGH AND THROUGH.

You have your choice of two different

metals.

Bronze "Metalcraft" Frames are the peak

of perfection in positive permanency. The
more you polish them, the richer and more

intense will be the beauty of the natural

bronze coloring.

Iron "Metalcraft" Frames may be had in

a wide range of plated and baked enamel

finishes.

If you prize permanence and a handsome

appearance above minor considerations,

YOU WILL INSTALL "METAL-
CRAFT" FRAMES IN YOUR LOBBY!
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No. 103

No. 103 FRAME
A massive cabinet for theatres of the finest.

For prices on both iron and bronze, and details of

construction and finishes, see page 7. Width of

side moulding, 2j4".
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"Metalcraft" Frames

1^

No. 117

No. 214 FRAME
Unusual and very attractive style that

goes well with any architectural scheme.

Width of frame over all, inches.

Refer to page 7 for prices and complete

information.

No. 117 FRAME
This artistic creation is made oi either

iron or bronze molding 3 inches wide,

and the size may be varied to suit con-

ditions.

For prices and details of construction

and finishes, see page 7.

No. 214
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"Metalcraft" Frames

No. 116 FRAME
A very pleasing design that may be

varied by omitting the cornice, cresting

and bottom ornamentation. Frame is 2]/

2

inches wide over all. See page 7 for

description and prices.

No. 109 FRAME
Here pictured is one of a group of

handsome bronze frames made for the

lobby of the Albee Theatre, Cincinnati.

See page 7 for description and prices.

Width of frame, 334 inches over all.

No. 109
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"Metalcraft

No. 107

No. Ill FRAME
Another beautiful frame for the best

showhouses. Lettering at the top is cast

integral with the frame. This cabinet

may be made in any size, and prices and

information will be found on page 7.

Frames

No. 107 FRAME
This ornamental frame is especially

recommended for the finer entrances, to

harmonize perfectly with bronze doors

and box offices. The cast bronze sign

may be applied flat to the frame, or may

constitute the front of a reflector for

lights. See page 7 for prices and par-

ticulars.

Width of molding, 3 inches over all.

Stock widths, 25 inches and 30 inches.

May be any desired height.

No. Ill

S
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"Metalcraft" Frames

No. 114 FRAME
A neat frame of extruded bronze or

rolled iron, finished as desired.

The drawing shows this frame in

sectional detail, and is a typical cross

section of a "Metalcraft" frame made
in one piece, with door hinged to the

wood backing.

See page 7 for prices. Width of this

frame, 2 inches over all.

No. 114

No. 115 FRAME
An inexpensive cabinet, with inner

door. May be made of either bronze

or iron. Width of moulding, l 1
/^

inches.

The sectional detail shows the con-

struction, which is typical of all similar

two-piece frames. See page 7 for prices.

No. 115
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"Metalcraft" Frames
CONSTRUCTION OF BRONZE FRAMES: Each of the "Metalcraft" frames will be constructed throughout of genuine

U. S. Government Standard bronze, at the prices quoted below. The plainer mouldings are extruded shapes while the more elaborate des.gn

,

are cast. On page 6 will be found typical construction details of both one-p.ece and two-p.ece frames. The one-piece frame ,s screwed to »

wooa back; the two-piece frame is made throughout of metal. Either style of cabinet is made w.th a backboard covered w.th best qual.ty

v7lour of any desired shade so that photographs can be mounted thereon, when posters or cards are not used. The hack of each frame ,s covered

with sheet metal, painted to resist rust, and a strictly waterproof covering.

CONSTRUCTION OF IRON FRAMES: Each of the "Metalcraft" frames will be constructed throughout of cold rolled

iron shapes at the prices quoted below. Otherwise the construction is the same as given above for bronze frames, including the backboards and

sheet metal backs.

FINISHES: Bronze "Metalcraft" frames may be finished in any shade of bronze, such as light statuary or dark statuary, and also

in verde green antique, at prices quoted. Iron "Metalcraft" frames may be had in any painted finish or color, mclud.ng polychrome.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GLASS (See footnote)

Style Width Mldg.

Ill

103

107

109

113

114

115

3"

mi
2"

V/2*

Bronze Iron

Size Price Each Price Each

1 -sheet $270.00 $198.00
1 -sheet 350.00 270.00

1 -sheet 265.00** 192.00**

1 -sheet 270.00 198.00

1 -sheet 225.00 170.00

1 -sheet 150.00 110.00

1 -sheet 175.00 132.00

Style Width Mldg. Size

116 2J4"
3"

1 -sheet

117 1 -sheet

202 3" 1 -sheet

205 3" 1 -sheet

214 43/8
"

1 -sheet

215 43/T 1 -sheet

Bronze

Price Each

$195,00*
225.00
225.00
250.00
250.00
250.00

Iron

Price Each

$150.00*
170.00
170.00
185.00
175.00
175.00

Extra if finished exactly as shown on page 4, $30.00. Same extra
* Prices do not include cornice, cresting or bottom ornamentation,

charge applies if these are added to any of our other plain frames.

GLASS: All prices include double strength glass in openings. All doors have strong hinges and locks.

TERMS: Net and f. o. b. cars Cincinnati, Ohio.

SPECIAL SIZES: Any of the bronze or iron "Metalcraft" frames can be had in any desired special size, except that numbers 103

and 107 may be any height but only the stock widths as specified.

SPECIAL DESIGNS: Metal frames of all kinds gladly designed to your order. For instance, corner frames to fit spaces of

unusual measurements, can be developed from stock shapes and mouldings at very interesting prices. Send measurements and we will offer

pertinent suggestions.

Scale elevations and full size details of mouldings sent upon request.

**Prices include separate cast nameplate, applied to frame. Write for special prices on reflectors described on page 5.

3-SHEET FRAMES: Write for special prices.

NOTE* Any of these cabinets .mav be provided at slight additional expense with grooved cloth-covered backboards, to take any of our

interchangeable letters as shown in our Bulletin Board Catalog. Thus the cabinets can be utilized as announcement or program boards.

No. 113—(2J4" wide)

No. 205— (3" wide)

No. 215— (4J4" wide)
No. 202— (3" wide)
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226,000

In our gigantic new

plant are 226,000

square feet of manu-

facturing space, de-

voted exclusively to

the fabrication of

the highest grade

hand -crafted orna-

mental brass, bronze

and steel work.

1882

Over a period of

47 years—since 1882

—the Newman name

on brass and bronze

theatre fixtures has

been recognized as a

symbol of quality

"equal to the finest,"
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Newmanco Ticket Choppers De Luxe

Here is a ticket punching ma-

chine that looks like a million dol-

lars in any lobby, and actually will

stand up under the strain of con-

tinuous usage for a lifetime. All

of the latest improvements have

been built into the NEWMAN-
CO. It is the world's finest in

every structural and mechanical

detail— at least 50% more ef-

ficient than any other make on the

market today.

In fact, it is so far superior to

all other similar machines as to be

in a class by itself!

No other box will retain its

original lustre like ours. No other

chopper will render the same ser-

vice without interruption. It's a

sturdy, improved-to-the-limit per-

forator, as beautiful as a grand

piano—and above all, fully guar-

anteed against clogging and the

slipshod mutilation of tickets.

FIVE POINTS OF
SUPERIORITY

1. Steel Body, reinforced and

beautified by cast corner ornaments. In

finishes that can not be scratched with

ordinary usage.

2. Aluminum Trimmings, high-

ly polished. Non-rusting, needing no

special attention. They also help make
the machine light in weight.

3. Full - length Emergency
Door, with lock and key, exposes the

ticket receptacle and mechanism simul-

taneously. (An exclusive feature.)

Handles on two sides.

4. Aluminum Hopper, minus

square corners or angles, and highly

polished to insure quick feeding of the

tickets to the knives. (Another exclu-

sive feature.)

5. Iron-Clad Guarantee, You
must be thoroughly satisfied that the

NEWMANCO is exactly as represented.

If not, we will make good. Every

NEWMANCO mechanism is guaranteed

i. Against Clogging.

The tickets are fed to knives

that spread to accommodate any

quantity of tickets. These will

permit foreign objects to go

through without injury.

>. Against Slipshod Mutilation.

Each and every ticket must be

cancelled, no matter how many
are thrown into the hopper at

one time.

O' / \J j

Regular Model—Choice of Mahogany or Verde (green) Antique. Price ...$85.00

Electrified Model—Is same as regular model, except mechanism is motor operated, permitting attendant's hands

to be free at all times. Costs no more than an electric fan to run. Comes complete with long cord, plugs and emergency

hand wheel. Price $200.00

Where large crowds are to be handled, we recommend our heavy duty mechanism. This has 7 rows of

cutting knives, and two gears instead of one. This mechanism is supplied in either the hand or motor operated chopper

(without change of outward appearance) at an additional cost of $15.

Every Ticket is Perforated Like This —
Each and every ticket looks like this one after passing

through THE NEWMANCO.

Tickets are not destroyed. Results may be accurately

checked up at any time.

9
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"Newman-Built" Frames
These beautiful poster frames and photograph cabinets are of inexpensive construction, but rich in appearance

and positively guaranteed for a lifetime. Their popularity is proved by the fact that they have been

installed in thousands of theatres.

Newman-Built Frames are made of genuine 20 gauge heavy sheet bronze stretched over a core of sea-

soned wood and especially reinforced at the joints. They may be had in 'a large variety of styles, including almost

any special design, in addition to a score of stock designs as illustrated on the following pages. Anv size can be

supplied, with or without hinged glass doors.

They may be naturally polished, and also electro-plated in any of these effects: Burnished brass, statuarv bronze,

oxidized brass, old brass, gun metal, brushed (dull) brass, nickel plated, German silver, verdi green.

The six frames shown below are for small cabinets, card frames, and the like. On pages II, 12, 13 and 14

are shown moldings for 1 -sheet, 3-sheet and the larger photo frames.

For frices see fage 15 and succeeding fages.

10
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FULL SIZE SECTIONS OF NEWMAN-
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PULL SIZE SECTIONS OP

14
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"Newman-Built" Frames

No. 701

Bronze combination frame. Holds eight 14x11" photographs and one 1 -sheet

(28 x42") poster. Compartment at top takes card with announcement or name of theatre.

Three hinged glass doors with locks, made of moulding. Reinforced corners. At-

tached to wall by means of screws through compo. board backing. Height over all, 51^2

inches. Width, 69]/2 inches.

Price, polished bronze, complete with glass $97.50

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Give wording if we are to supply cast bronze nameplate as shown.)

No. 701-N

Same as No. 701, except without glass, and each compartment has a separate door hinged

from the rear. Made of 3^4" moulding with \
l/2 " division bars.

Price, complete without glass $59.50

(Other designs shown on\
pages IS, 19, 20, etc. )

1$
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ewman

Brass and

16

"EQUAL T

The foremost designers of theatres in America

today, endorse the high quality of Newman Or-

namental Work and Fixtures. Such specializing

architects as Thomas W. Lamb, Rapp & Rapp, and

John Eberson, show their preference for our

workmanship on every new playhouse they detail.

We point with pardonable pride, back over a

decade or more, to our installations in many Loew,

Keith and Fox theatres, the Rialto Theatre in

Omaha, the Howard Theatre in Atlanta, and a

host of others—And also to more recent jobs,

just a few of which are here pictured.

Probably no other brass or bronze manufacturer

has produced more theatre fixtures than Newman,

and especially those of massive and ornate design,

requiring the craftsmanship of true artisans. In

all we have equipped more than 10,000 theatres

all over the world with our ornamental work and

accessories, and what we have done for others we

are confident we can accomplish for you.

Top—Bronze and marble ticket

office by Newman. Albee Theatre,

Cincinnati.

Center—Newman bronze ticket

office, Palace Theatre, Youngstown.

Right—Brass railings by New-
man. Logan Theatre, Philadelphia.
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and- Crafted

fcnze Work
FINEST"

As specialists in the manufacture of high grade

brass and bronze fixtures since 1882, we are best

able to serve you. Not only can we figure with

you on the smaller items of equipment, but also

on large and complete installations. No job is

too small to be ignored—No job is too large for

us to satisfactorily handle.

Our draftsmen and designers are at your com-

mand. It will be a real pleasure to work with

both the architect and the owner on the layout of

any piece of work coming within the scope of our

facilities, and particularly these:

Doors Marquises
Entrances Railings
Frames Tablets
Grilles Ticket Offices

Hardware Windows

Give us the measurements and we will offer

pertinent suggestions. No charge or obligation,

of course.

Top—Bronze railings by New-
man. Albee Theatre, Cincinnati.

Center—Bronze and marble tick-

et office by Newman. Capitol The-

atre, Chicago.

Left— Newman bronze poster

frames. Stanley Theatre, Philadel-

phia.

17
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Newman-Built" Frames
No. 563

Bronze frame made for either 1-sheet (28 x 42") or 3-sheet (40 x 80")

poster. Hinged compo-board back} poster to be inserted from the rear.

Reinforced corners. Complete with hooks for hanging.

PRICES
(1 -sheet frames Only are complete with double-strength glass. 3-sheet

frames not fitted with glass at following prices.)

1 -sheet 3-sheet

"A" moulding $16.00

«B» moulding 19.00 $29.00

«C» moulding 23.00 35.00

»D» moulding 28.00 42.00

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $5 extra for

1 -sheet size, and $15 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4 if glass is not desired in 1 -sheet frame.

Finished in natural polished bronze at above prices. Add 15% for bur-

nished (lacquered) brass, brass oxidized, old brass, gun metal, brushed or dull

brass, nickel plated, German silver, statuary bronze, or verdi-green.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

No. 144 (With Date Space)

Exactly same as No. 563, except that it has bronze bar at the top to form

extra 4" date space above poster, (Cut No. 197, page 19, shows date space.)

PRICES 3-sheet

1 -sheet No Glass

"A" moulding $20.00

«B» moulding 23.00 $34.00

«C» moulding 27.00 40.00

«D» moulding 32.00 47.50

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $6 extra for

1 -sheet size, and $16.00 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4.50 if glass is not desired in 1 -sheet frame.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

No. 563

No. 140

No. 140

Bronze frame made for either 1-sheet (28 x 42") or 3-sheet (40 x 80")

poster. Hinged door with lock and double-strength glass. Compo-board backi

poster to be inserted from the front. Reinforced corners. Attached to wall by

means of screws through compo-board backing.

PRICES (Both sizes with glass)

1 -sheet 3 -sheet

"F" moulding $26.00 .

«G» moulding 29.00 $68.00

«H» moulding 33.00 76.00

«E» moulding 38.00 86.00

Can be supplied with any color of velour on background, at $5 extra for

1 -sheet size, and $15 for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4 if glass is not desired in 1 -sheet frame, or $10 if glass is not

desired in 3-sheet frame.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

No. 141 (With Date Space)

Exactly same as No. 140, except has bronze bar at top of door to form

extra 4" date space above poster. (Cut No. 197, page 19, shows date space.)

PRICES (Both sizes with glass)

1 -sheet 3 -sheet

"F" moulding $31.00

«G» moulding 34.00 $76.00

«H» moulding 38.00 84.00

«E» moulding 43.00 94.00

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $6 extra for

1 -sheet size, and $16 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4.50 for 1-sheet size and $11 for 3-sheet size if glass is not

desired in doors.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)
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Newman-Built" Frames

No. 197

(With 4" date space)

Bronze easel frame for either 1-sheet (28 x 42") or 3 -sheet

(40 x 80") poster. Hinged compo. board back; poster to be inserted

from the rear. Reinforced corners. Complete with two bronze

bottom legs, and tilting (adjustable) back leg.

PRICES

(1 -sheet frames only are complete with double-strength glass.

3-sheet frames not fitted with glass at following prices.)

1 -sheet 3 -sheet

"A" moulding $25.00

"B" moulding 28.00 $44.00

"C" moulding 32.00 50.00

"D" moulding 38.00 57.50

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $6

extra for 1-sheet size, and $16 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4.50 if glass is not desired in 1 -sheet frame.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

I

Figure A Figure B

No. 197

No. 200

Bronze easel frame for either 1-sheet (28 x42") or

3-sheet (40 x 80") poster. (Same as No. 197 but without

date space.) Hinged compo. board back} poster to be in-

serted from the rear. Reinforced corners. Complete with

two bronze bottom legs, and tilting (adjustable) back leg.

PRICES
(1 -sheet frames only are complete with double-

strength glass. 3-sheet frames not fitted with glass at

following prices.)

Mouldings shown on pages 10 to 14.

1 -sheet 3-sheet

"A" moulding $21.00

«B" moulding 24.00 $39.00

«C" moulding 28.00 45.00

"D" moulding 34.00 52.50

Can be supplied with any color of velour on back-

board, at $5 extra for 1-sheet size, and $15 extra for

3-sheet size.

Deduct $4 if glass is not desired in 1 -sheet frame.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(NOTE: The steel angle corners are screwed to the

backs of all our frames, to reinforce them. [See Figure

A.] Figure B shows the hinged back, which eliminates

thumb-tacking. Posters are simply slipped into place.)

19
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"Newman-Built" Frames
No. 560

Bronze frame made for either 1-sheet (28 x 42") or 3-sheet (40 x 80")

poster. Hinged inner door (double frame) with lock and double-strength

glass. Compo-board back ; poster to be inserted from the front. Reinforced

corners. Attached to wall by means of screws through compo-board back.

Also a good frame to use on any of our easels.

PRICES (Both sizes with glass)

1 -Sheet 3-Sheet

moulding $54.00 $120.00 "R" moulding

"N" moulding 54.00 120.00 "O" moulding
<tp» moulding 54.00 120.00 "U" moulding

«M" moulding 56.00 124.00 «K" moulding

«S» moulding 56.00 124.00 "Q" moulding

moulding 66.00 144.00

1 -Sheet

$66.00
68,00
68.00
114.00
114.00

3 -Sheet

$144.00
148.00
148.00
225.00
225.00

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $5 extra for

1-sheet size, and $15 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4 for 1-sheet size and $10 for 3-sheet size if glass is not desired

in doors.
Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

No. 561 (With Date Space)
Exactly same as No. 560, except has bronze bar at top to form extra 4"

date space above poster. (Cut No. 197, page 19, shows date space.)

"L" moulding

"N" moulding

"P" moulding

"M" moulding

"S" moulding

"T" moulding

If cornice moulding
3-sheet size.

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at $6 extra for

1-sheet size, and $16 extra for 3-sheet size.

Deduct $4.50 for 1-sheet size and $11 for 3-sheet size if glass is not
desired in doors.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings are shown on pages 10 to 14.)

PRICES (Both siz6s with glass)

1 -Sheet 3-Sheet ! -Sheet 3 -Sheet

$62.00 $130.00 "R" moulding $74.00 $154.00
62.00 130.00 "O" moulding 76.00 158.00

62.00 130.00 "U" moulding 76.00 158.00

64.00 134.00 "K" moulding 122.00 235.00

64.00 134.00 "Q" moulding 122.00 235.00

74.00 154.00

"V" is desired, add $8 for 1-sheet size, and $15 for

No. 1 Unit

No. 1 CORNER UNIT
Consists of two 1-sheet (28 x 42") poster frames with

hinged glass doors, made of 3" corrugated bronze moulding;

and one 3-sheet frame of exactly the same construction.

Above the 3-sheet frame is an 8" gold leaf on glass sign with

name of theatre. Each frame is separately hinged to a frame-

work of wood, the edges of which are covered with sheet

bronze.

Price, with glass, name sign, and pol-

ished bronze kick plates $250.00

No. 10, same as No. I, but made of

3J4" plain bronze moulding ... 200.00

Extras for velour, and deductions for glass given at top of

this page. Special finishes, see page 18.

Other stock and special design frames may be combined

to make up other corner units. May we design and frice a

"battery" of frames for your lobby?

20
No. 560
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"Newman-Built" Frames
No. 803

Bronze double-decker frame for two 1 -sheet (28 x42")

posters. Single hinged door with two locks and double-strength

glass. Conipo. board back; posters to be inserted from the front.

Reinforced corners. Attached to wall by means of screws through

compo. board backing.

PRICES
aF" moulding $47.00

"G" moulding 52.00

"H" moulding 57.00

"E" moulding 62.00

Deduct $8.00 if glass is not

desired.

Can be supplied with any

color of velour on backboard,

at $10.00 extra.

Special finishes, same as for

No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings shown on

pages 10 to 14.)

No. 702

Bronze photograph frame.

Holds four 14x11" photo-

graphs and a 4" card.

Complete with single

hinged (inner) glass door, with

No< lock, and individual compo.

board backs for each compart-

ment. Reinforced corners. Has hooks for hanging on wall.

PRICES
"L" moulding $54.00

"N" moulding 54.00

"P" moulding 54.00

"M" moulding 56.00

"S" moulding 56.00

"T" moulding 66.00

"R" moulding 66.00

"O" moulding 68.00

"U" moulding 68.00

"K" moulding 114.00

"Q" moulding 114.00

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings mentioned above are shown on pages 10

to 14.) No. 702
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"Newrnan-Built" Frames
CORNER FRAMES

No. 732

Bronze coiner frame for two posters or photographs. Can be made

in any required size. Complete with hinged doors with locks and

double-strength glasses ; same construction as No. 560. Reinforced

corners. Attached to wall by means of screws or bolts through compo.

board backings.

Over all frame height is poster height plus 5/4".

PRICES
(Made of "J" moulding with glass.)

Extra for

Poster Size Column Width Price V Moulding

28 x 42" UV2 x 24^"
22^ x

$120.00 $15.00

26 x 42" 119.00 14.80

24 x 42" 20^ x 2054" 118.00 14.60

22 x 42" 18K x \%y2
" 117.00 14.40

20 x 42" 16% x 16%" 116.00 14.20

18 x 42" Mi/4 x 1454" 115.00 14.00

28 x 46" 2454 x 2454"

22Y2 x 2254"
20y2 x 20?^"
18?^ x 1854"
16^ x i6%"
14% x 1454"
24/2 x 24%"

124.00 14.00

26 x 46" 123.00 14.80

24 x 46" 122.00 14.60

22 x 46" 121.00 14.40

20 x 46" 120.00 14.20

18 x 46" 119.00 14.00

28 x 52" 130.00 15.00

26 x 52" 22% x 22%"
20% x 205-4"

185^ x l$%"
16% x 16%"

129.00 14.80

24 x 52" 128.00 14.60

22 x 52" 127.00 14.40

20 x 52" 126.00 14.20

18 x 52" Hi/4 x 1454" 125.00 14.00

28 x 60" 24 54 x 2454"
2254 x 2254"
20 54 x 20%"
t$% x 18^4"
1654 x 1654"
1454 x 14%"

138.00 15.00

26 x 60" 137.00 14.80

24 x 60" 136.00 14.60

22 x 60" 135.00 14.40

20 x 60" 134.00 14.20

18 x 60" 133.00 14.00

For frames narrower than 18' and shorter than 42 or in-between

sizes, take nearest list price. Prices for frame higher than 60 quoted

upon application.

Can be supplied with any color of velour on backboard, at 75c

per square foot extra.

Special finishes, same as for No. 563, page 18.

(Mouldings shown on pages 10 to 14.)

No. 732

Newmanco Easels

No. 102

No. 101. EASEL
Bronze easel made of Y+" bronze tubing,

with solid cast bronze fittings, and adjustable

sliding hooks. Back leg tilts to any desired

angle. Size, 4' high, 2' wide at bottom and
1

'
4" wide at top.

Price $18.00

No. 102. EASEL
Bronze easel made of 1"

bronze tubing. Same specifi-

cations as for No. 101. Size,

5' 6" high, 2' wide at bottom,

and 1' 6" wide at top.

Price $24.00

For prices of No. 563

Frame, see page 18.

No. 102 Easel

With No. 563 Frame

No. 101
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Newmanco Sidewalk Racks

No. 180

Bronze sidewalk frame with bronze rack. Com-

plete with double-strength glass and compo. board

backing. Corners reinforced. Posters to be inserted

from the rear.

For 1-sheet (28 x 42") posters. Rack made of 1"

bronze tubing with cast bronze fittings and cast iron

bronzed feet.

Made either sing]e-sided or double-sided. Double-

sided frames are made of two separate frames hinged

together, and which open like a book.

PRICES

"A" moulding, single-sided $35.00

"A" moulding, double-sided 50.00

"B" moulding, single-sided 38.00

"B" moulding, double-sided 56.00

If glass is not desired, deduct $4 for single-sided,

or $8 for double-sided frame.

No. 181

Exactly same as No. 180, except rack is made of

either IJ/2" or 2" bronze tubing with regulation cast

bronze fittings throughout.

PRICES
With With

lj4* Rack 2" Rack

"A" moulding, single-sided $60.00
MA" moulding, double-sided 76.00

"B" moulding, single-sided 63.00 $98.00

"B" moulding, double-sided 82.00 117.00

"C" moulding, single-sided 67.00 102.00

"C" moulding, double-sided 90.00 125.00

"D" moulding, single-sided 72.00 107.00

"D" moulding, double-sided 100.00 .135.00

If glass is not desired, deduct $4 for single-sided,

or $8 for double-sided frame.

(Mouldings are shown on pages 10 to 14.)
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Newmanco Rope Railings

No. 550

REMOVABLE BRASS POSTS WITH VELOUR-COVERED
ROPES No. 95

The ropes are xy*" diameter, fitted with heavy brass end
caps and snap hooks, securely attached. Velour may be any
desired color.

The brass posts are 38" high to top of brass ball. Made of

seamless tubing with cast fittings. These posts slip tightly
into brass sockets sunk into the floor.

When not in use and the posts are removed, brass caps fit

over the sockets to prevent tripping.
Posts can be furnished also with flanges at bottom, for fas-

tening permanently to the floor.

If lobby slopes, please advise pitch per foot.

PRICES
1H" diameter velour-covered ropes, per ft $1.25
Brass end caps, complete with snap hooks, each ... 2.50

Panic breakers for ropes, each 6.00

Brass wall plate with hook, each 2.00

PRICES OF BRASS SOCKETS FOR REMOVABLE POSTS:
iy2" size, each $3.00
2" size, each 4.00

iy2 " size, each 5.00
3" size, each 6.00

No. 551—PRICES OF BRASS POSTS, complete with floor

flanges and brass ball at top with hooks:

IK" diameter, each $6.00
2" diameter, each 8,00

2W* diameter, each , 10.00
3" diameter, each 12.00

PORTABLE BRASS POSTS No. 550

Complete with heavy 12-inch cast base, gilded. May be
used for either rope or chain. Including top ball with hooks:

PRICES
\y2 " tubing size, each $10.50
2" tubing size, each 14.00

2yz " tubing size, each 17.50

No. 95

SUNKEN EVE

No. 90 W

BRASS POST No. 90

This new brass post is very popular because of the sunken hook feature, which elim-

inates the danger of tearing clothing on exposed hooks.
When ordering, please send diagram of the railing layout, so that we may put the

sunken hooks in the proper position.
PRICES

Complete as illustrated, including sockets which make the posts removable:

iyz " diameter $16.75
3" diameter 20.25

(Not made in other sizes)

If posts are to be screwed to the floor, without removable floor sockets, the prices

will be:
iy2 " diameter $11.75
3" diameter 14.25

The above prices provide for (1) ball fitting as shown, with one outlet for railing

and one outlet with hook for rope; or (2) two outlets for ropes, instead of railing.

Note: In all cases where the lobby slopes, whether for this style of post or any
other, be sure to specify the slope, so that we may manufacture the posts to stand in

an upright position.

Hand-Hammered Brass Railings

The latest in railings!—genuine hand-hammered brass barriers that positively require no polish-

ing, nor attention of any kind.

Just the thing in this day and age, when beauty is of paramount importance, but economies

must be effected in the upkeep. For here are railings that are guaranteed permanently handsome,

and are now offered for the first time at prices within the reach of every theatre in the land.

Seamless hand-hammered brass tubing in natural polished finish, combined with ornamental

brass castings, coated with lacquer:

SP3 Post, up to 42" high, complete as shown $60 each.

2" diameter top railing to match $5 per foot.

(Can be made removable at extra cost of floor sockets. See No. 95, above.) No. SP3
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Newmanco Brass Railings
DOUBLE BRASS POSTS

rail posts, complete with floor flange and cast
Usually 42" high,

fittings, either type:

Prices for double

No. 89
lain Fitting

No. 88
Ball Fitting

1" diameter double posts, each $4.60
\yi

n
diameter double posts, each 6,50

1%" diameter double posts, each EAQ
2" diameter double posts, each 9.25
l 1/*" diameter double posts, each 12.30
3" diameter double posts, each 16,20

POLISHED BRASS TUBING
Polished brass seamless tubing, used as cross rails to fit through posts:

i" \y2 " u/4 " 2" 2y2 "

$0.50 $0.80 $0.90 $1.10 $1.50Prices per foot for each tube.

SINGLE BRASS POSTS
Prices of brass posts, any height up to 3 J^', including floor flange and any desired rail

$3.80

5.00

6.25

7.00

9.25

1"

2"

2 l
/2

f

3"

No. 84.

fitting at top:

1" diameter with fittings, each

diameter with fittings, each

1%" diameter with fittings, each
2" diameter with fittings, each

2 J/2" diameter with fittings, each

3" diameter with fittings, each 11.75

24" brass tubing, highly polished, 45c per lineal foot. Long sweeping curves about 50c per lineal
foot extra. Prices for sharp or intricate curves quoted on application.

BRASS RAIL FITTINGS
Cast brass fittings to fit.

tubing, each $1.20
tubing, each 1.60

tubing, each 2.00

tubing, each 2.30

tubing, each 3.10

tubing, each 4.70

No. 67. CAST BRASS FLANGES

Ell
Side Outlet

£11
Side Outlet

Tee Tee

No. 82

No.

\

I"

2"

2y2 >

3"

To fit

No. 91.

No. 92.

No. 93.

No. 94.

tubing, each,

tubing, each

tubing, each

tubing, each

tubing, each

tubing, each

$0.80

1.20

1.30

1.60

2.00

2.30

69. CAST BRASS STAIR
RAIL BRACKETS

Acorn, each

tubing, each $1.60
tubing, each 2.00

2" tubing, each 2.30

2K" tubing, each 2.70

1" Wa" 2"
2J^" 3"

$1.75 $2.25 $2.75 $3.50 $5.00 $7.00
.80 1.20 1.40 1.60 2.15 2.70

1.00 1.40 1.60 2.00 2.65 3.30
1.40 1.75 2.20 2.70 4.05 5.40

No. 91 Horn No. 92 Acorn No. 93 Ball

> No. 94 No. 67

End Bracket Wall Flange

(See also page 26.)

No. 68

Floor Flange

No. 69

Wall Bracket
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Newmanco Brass Railings

TICKET OFFICE RAILS

No. 40—Ticket office rail to screw to

floor. Consists of two posts 3' 6" high

with top rail 4' long. Made with heavy

cast brass fittings on seamless brass tubing.

PRICES

Same as illustration, made c>f

tubing, each $13.00

Made of 2" heavy brass tubing,

18.00

Made of 2 l/2 " heavy brass tubing,

24.00

Made of 3" heavy brass tubing,

31.00

No. 40

No. 45

No. 45—Exactly same as No. 40, but costs $4.00 extra, being made to fit into tile or

cement. Has 30" inside sleeve of iron pipe, extending 6" below the brass tubing, which ex-

tension is spread as shown for secure imbedding in the floor.

No. 50

No. 50—Brass ticket office rail, made double

for added strength. Consists of two seamless

brass posts with double rail between, 3' 6" high

with cross rails 4 ft. long, and has heavy cast

brass fittings.

PRICES

Same as illustration, made of \
l/2 " heavy

brass tubing $19.00

Made of 2" heavy brass tubing 27.00

Made of 2]/2 " heavy brass tubing 36.00

Made of 3" heavy brass tubing 48.00

If rail is to fit 6" deep into cement or tile floor,

add $3.00.

We can make long single or double rails of

any kind. Send sketch or measurements for prices.
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N-35

N-38

BRASS GRAB BARS
No. 35 or No. 38

Width,

Center to Dia. Dia. Dia. Dia. Dia. Dia. Dia. Dia.

Center /a" H" %" l" \y*r Wa 2"

18 inches $2.00 $2.50 $2.85 $3.40 $3.55 $3.80 $4.25 $5.25

20 inches 2.05 2.55 2.90 3.45 3.60 3.90 4.35 5.40

22 inches 2.10 2.60 2.95 3.50 3.70 4.00 4.50 5.55

24 inches 2.15 2.65 3.05 3.60 3.75 4.15 4.60 5.75

26 inches 2.25 2.75 3.10 3.70 3.85 4.25 4.75 5.90

28 inches 2.30 2.80 3.15 3.75 3.90 4.35 4.85 6.15

30 inches 2.35 2.85 3.20 3.80 4.00 4.50 5.00 6.35

32 inches 2.90 3.25 3.85 4.10 4.60 5.15 6,50
34- inches 3.00 3.30 3.90 4.15 4.70 5.25 6.70

36 inches 3.40 4.00 4.25 4.85 5.35 6.90

38 inches 3.50 4.10 4.35 5.00 5.55 7.15

40 inches 3.60 4.20 4.50 5.20 5.75 7.40

Made of heavy seamless brass tubing with heavy cast brass fittings.

PULL SIDE

-8>

PUSH SIDE

No. 354

BRASS DOOR BARS
No. 354

Made of I" seamless brass tubing only.

Complete as illustrated for both sides of
door.

Width Center

to Center

18" wide $17.50
20" wide 18.00
22" wide 18.50
24" wide 19.00
26" wide 19.50
28" wide 20.00
30" wide 20.50

3 2" wide 21.00
34" wide 21.50
36" wide 22.00
38" wide 22.50
40" wide 23.00

(If pull side is made without the two
inside push bars, deduct 40%.)

GENUINE BRASS KICK PLATES
Prices with square edges

Width Length in Inches

Inches Gauge 18 20 22 24 26 28

8 16 $2.00 $2.10 $2.20 $2.30 $2.50 $2.70
10 16 2.55 2.70 2.85 3.00 3.25 3.50

12 16 3.10 3.30 3.50 3.70 4.00 4.30

14 16 3.65 3.90 4.15 4.40 4.75 5.10

16 16 4.20 4.50 4.80 5.10 5.50 5.90

Width Length in Inches

Inches Gauge 34 36 38 40 42 44

8 16 $3.30 $3.50 $3.70 $3.90 $4.10 $4.30
10 16 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50

12 16 5.20 5.50 5.80 6.10 6.40 6.70

14 16 6.15 6.50 6.85 7.20 7.55 7.90

16 16 7.10 7.50 7.90 8.30 8.70 9.10

Prices include all necessary countersunk screw holes and wood screws.

Write for separate catalog of cast door pulls, push plates and other door hardware.

30

$2.90

3.75

4.60

5.45

6.30

46

$4.50

5.75

7.00

8.25

9.50

32

$3.10

4.00

4.90

5.80

6.70

48

$4.70

6.00

7.30

8.60

9.90
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When Quality

is the Prime

Consideration

We do not quote on roughly finished brass or

bronze work. Each piece is beautifully chased or

polished, and as finely hand-tooled as an exquisite

bit of jewelry.

More, the quality goes clear through and

through. Only the best and purest of raw ma-

terials enter into the manufacture of our artistic

railings, grilles, doors, box offices, and the other

fixtures illustrated in this catalog.

That is why we can conscientiously guarantee

everything to be exactly as represented, or NO
SALE.

Top—Newman hand-hammered brass

rails and velour ropes. Avalon Theatre,

Chicago. John Eberson, architect.

Center—Newman fixtures in the

Chicago Theatre, Chicago. Rapp &
Rapp, architects.

Right—Newman installation in the

Oriental Theatre, Chicago. Rapp &

Rapp, architects.
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Wherever
Long Life is

Important

In the larger theatres of the metropolitan dis-

tricts, where the handsomest fixtures are utilized,

long life is a vital factor. Beauty must go hand

in hand with positive permanence. That owners

and architects alike favor Newman for everlast-

ingly beautiful brass and bronze work, is evi-

denced by our installations in the largest and

finest of the newer movie palaces.

For example, in Chicago and vicinity you will

find our fixtures in the houses of these syndicates:

Ascher Bros. (15 theatres).

Lubliner & Trinz (10 theatres).

Balaban & Katz (4 theatres).

Jones, Linick & Schaefer (6 theatres).

Top—Newman brass standee rails.

Oriental Theatre, Chicago. Rapp &
Rapp, architects.

Center—Newman brass rails and

velour ropes. Uptown Theatre, Chi-

cago. Rapp & Rapp, architects.

Left—Hollow bronze doors by New-
man. Albee Theatre, Cincinnati.

Thomas W. Lamb, architect.
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Bronze, Brass and Plated Steel Wickets

No. 362

Made throughout of heavy genuine brass. Prices below are for

wickets 1 3 x 30" high. Cash openings can be made semi-circular, if

desired.
PRICES

Without Locks and Hinges:

Round Bars Square Bars

No. 362 $35.00 $52.50
No. 366

35.00

52.50

No. 3303 75.00

No. 3304

50.00

75.00

No. 3305

40.00

60.00

No. 3306

50.00

75.00
No. 3307 60.00
No. 3313

40.00

60.00

No. 3308 60.00
No. 3311

50.00

75.00

No. 3312

48.00

72.50

For lock and hinges add $10.00.

Prices for special wickets and grilles quoted upon application. Send
sketch and measurements.

LI
<j

O Q Q Q t

DDD

No. 366

Perforated Metal Grilles

aaaWV
We specialize in both cast

and perforated brass, bronze,

steel and aluminum grilles of

every description.

Pictured are just two of doz-

ens of Newman stock design

perforated vent grilles. We
can figure with you on any-

thing of this nature, in any

size and any desired finish.

Send for our New Grille

Booklet. Or, better still, tell

us something about your prob-

lem, enclosing measurements so

that we can quote you on ap-

propriate designs.
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NEWMAN BRASS SPEAKING TUBE
No. 1118

Speaking tube, for ticket window, made of cast brass* Has door

on inside mouthpiece to keep out cold air. Illustration shows this door

partly open.

2" diameter

2 l/2" diameter

3" diameter

diameter

4" diameter

PRICES
$10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00

(We recommend the 2J4" size.)

Special sizes to order.

Directions: Cut hole in glass 1/16" larger than size of tube

ordered. For example, for 2" tube cut hole 2 1/16".

Newmanco

Sheet Steel and Copper

MARQUISES

Our marquise folder illustrates 28

modern designs, and will be sent upon
request of any one interested in high-

grade sheet steel, genuine copper, orna-

mental iron, and the very best bronze

marquises and sidewalk canopies. Give

measurements and we will quote on

suitable styles.

LADIES
,

——. . :
-—j s

CAST BRONZE NAMEPLATES
AND TABLETS

;j

Shown above is one of 30 stock design genuine cast
,

bronze nameplates for which we have the moulds. I

Write for a complete list of wordings, sizes and prices.
|

We also specialize in very handsome Hand-Crafted Cast
|

(

Bronze Tablets of every description. If interested in the S

larger bronze signs, please ask for our 64-page Tablet
Catalog. Or, send the inscription and we will quote on

i

(

several appropriate designs of the proper size. \

32

EXTRUDED THRESHOLDS
Write for a copy of our new Threshold Blueprint

and price list.

We have a design to suit every purpose, and a gi-

gantic stock of lengths from which can be cut and

polished anv threshold vou need AT 48 HOURS
NOTICE.

'

—And vou can imagine how reasonable our prices

are

!
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NEWMAN BRASS SPEAKING TUBE
No. 1118

Speaking tube for ticket window, made of cast brass. Has door

on inside mouthpiece to keep out cold air. Illustration shows this door

partly open.

PRICES
2" diameter $10.00

diameter 14.00

3
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CAST BRONZE NAMEPLATES
AND TABLETS

Shown above is one of 10 stock design genuine cast

bronze nameplates for which we have the moulds.

Write for a complete list of wordings, sizes and prices.

We also specialize in very handsome Hand-Crafted Cast

Bronze Tablets of every description. If interested in the

larger bronze signs, please ask for our 64-page Tablet
Catalog. Or, send the inscription and we will quote on

several appropriate designs of the proper size.

Write for a copy of our new Threshold Blueprint

and price list.

We have a design to suit every purpose, and a gi-

gantic stock of lengths from which can be cut and

polished anv threshold vou need AT 48 HOURS
NOTICE. •

—And you can imagine how reasonable our prices
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